
Incident Report September 2022 
 

09/05/2022 9:46 pm: Allyn Waterfront Park gates were closed and fake locked upon my 
arrival. They are now locked and secure. This is noted because no one with the Port closed the 
gate before my arrival, some in the public must have done so. A complete walkthrough of the 
property was then performed too ensure nothing was afoot. 

 
09/08/2022 8:40 pm: Upon arrival in the overflow parking area across from the pay pier a very 

damaged dark green Saturn wagon WA# AZU9089 with expired 2020 tabs was found with one 
occupant inside. This Female occupant claimed that it was her friend's vehicle and they had left 
to go for a bike ride. I informed her to tell the friend that if the car was found again on Port property 
it would be impounded. Overnight parking wasn’t allowed for people not properly using the facility 
as well as not properly registered.  

While documenting this in my vehicle the female occupant decided to not wait for her friend 
to return and took a backpack from the car any left on foot going northbound. My recommendation 
is to tow this car if it ever returns and trespass the owner and all occupants. This vehicle has had 
the office call the Mason County Sheriff on it for suspicious activity about 3 years ago at the Allyn 
location. 

  
09/25/2022 9:45 pm: Vessel (WA # WN 2577 ME) that has been docked for the last 3 nights 

is now attempting to use the launch to remove the vessel. Upon my arrival a man was holding a 
tow line from the pier trying to get the vessel back out to the moorage slips after they had failed 
to load up the vessel upon their trailer. The operator of the vessel explained to me that they have 
engine trouble. I left them to the work of returning their vessel to the moorage slip as they have 
been paying for moorage daily. 

  
09/26/2022 9:30 am: Allyn Neighbor Barry Betsinger called the office about some late-night 

use of the boat ramp that caused quite a bit of commotion. From what Barry said they decided to 
try again after I left and were at it for a few hours until they finely gave up and returned the vessel 
to the slip. Upon further conversation with Barry and Don this vessel never actually operated 
under power when it was launched and the same practice of using a long lanyard was used to 
get it to the moorage slip in the first place. As this is a possible hazard to other users of our facility 
and their property my suggestion is to make an amendment to the Port policy. Not allowing 
vessels that are launched in non-working order to dock with us and be removed as soon as 
possible. This vessel has had difficulties before with their use of the facility. Mostly in how their 
moorage was being paid, skipping days of power payment and under-sizing their vessel when 
paying at the pay machine. I informed her that the vessel (WA # WN 2577 ME) needed to be 
removed due to its non-operating order and dangerous circumstances surrounding its attempted 
removal. 

The owner was present and was argumentative and riddled with conflicting excuses about the 
state of her vessel upon her arrival. Also it appeared that she had been living on the vessel since 
she had arrived. 

  
09/28/2022 10:02 am:   Don and I posted Notice to Vacate on her vessel (WA # WN 2577 

ME) and informed the owner again that now there was a deadline for removal within 24 hours.  
The owner as present and again very argumentative and riddled with conflicting excuses. She 
claimed that it would be removed as soon as her husband could help her remove it. 

 
09/29/2022 Vessel has been removed WA # WN 2577 ME 

 


